
We know what it’s like to be a small agency with high standards. You launch 
amazing websites only to visit them later and see the less-than-stellar 
changes your clients have made that the site’s still on WordPress 5.2 with
28 outdated plugins.
We all love our clients and we truly want them to succeed but getting them to 
understand website maintenance is like trying to teach T-Rex to play tennis.

Take care of your clients and make 
some cash with a white label

website care plan you can trust.

Be the hero your clients need.
We know you want what’s best for your client (even if they don’t.) By 
getting your clients on “your” new website care plan, you are giving 
them the same high calibre service they’ve come to expect from you. 
You become a long-term partner they can trust and rely and 
advocating for proper website maintenance as part of website 
ownership is vital. By giving them the option to outsource the necessary 
technical aspects of website ownership, you’re helping them get back 
to what they’re meant to do.

OVERSITE is part of the HPX Media Inc. umbrella.

OVERSITE

Become an OVERSITE Website Integrity Plan Agency 
and receive a 15-20% commission for each client—for 
the entire time they remain a client.

Sleep soundly knowing your clients are being looked 
after—making you look like the hero!

The protection you need for 
your clients plus the recurring 
revenue you want.

WEBSITE INTEGRITY PLANS



What’s Included?
We offer several plans featuring variety of coverage, so there is a plan for everyone. 

However, if a client needs something specific, we can tailor a plan to their needs.
Here is a quick list of some of the 150+ tasks we do each month for your clients:

All Packages Include:

Go to OVERSITE.co and sign up to 
become an OVERSITE Agency today.

Visit OVERSITE.co for full packages.

Example: With 8 Basic, 5 Small Business and 3 
Professional clients on our system, you can 

bring home $543.75 each month.

(Not to mention all the good juju you’re getting simply because 
you’re getting your clients the services they needed anyway.) 

See how easy it is to how to get started...

SMALL BUSINESS
Includes all in Basic, plus:

3 Simple Updates

Daily Backups

Image optimization

Testing Website Speed

Clean Database

For each client, you make:

$39.75 /month

BASIC
Includes all above, plus:

Visual inspection

Test menus

Fill out forms and confirm

Check for broken links

plus more...

For each client, you make:

$18.75 /month

PROFESSIONAL
Includes all in Sm. Bus., plus:

5  simple updates

Hourly Backups

Enhanced Spam Protection

Website Speed Report

Priority Support

For each client, you make:

$65.00 /month

•  WordPress framework, theme & 
plugin updates (licensed)

•  Offsite backups
•  Security Scanning / Firewall

•  Safe Updates w/ Rollback
•  Mobile/X-Browser Testing
•  Uptime Monitoring
•  Hosting & SSL, (not a requirement)

https://oversite.co
https://oversite.co


Our Promise to You:
1. We will always treat your clients like the rockstars they are. 
2. We will never poach your clients. If your client requests an billable change we’ll 
forward that to you so you can quote them.

Getting Started is Easy

4 simple steps puts money in your pocket.

Go to OVERSITE.co and sign up to become an 
OVERSITE Agency today.

Why spend your time futzing around with trying to figure out a new offering and the 
workflows, policies, recurring billing, sales pitches, campaigns and setting up more 

software, when you can sign up for OVERSITE, provide your clients with the protection 
they need. AND, create a new monthly revenue stream without lifting a finger.

Related services for small or maxed-out agencies:
Being a small or maxed-out  agency is difficult. You feel like you’re 
stuck between a rock and hard place and often it’s hard to find good 
help. Let us help you without the commitment to another employee or 
contractor. We also offer:

• WordPress development
• Solid, dependable website hosting

Shoot us an email at howdy@oversite.co and let’s chat about how
we can make your life easier.

STEP 1
Sign up as an OVERSITE Agency and we 
will send you templates you can brand 
and pitch to your clients.

STEP 2
When a client wants to 
join, fill out the New Client 
form.

Each month we’ll send a report to each 
client with your branding. Clients can 
log into “your” dashboard to request 
simple changes.

STEP 4
Each month, you bill your client for the 
service, and we bill you, minus the 
commission, 15%-20% (depending on 
the tier.)

STEP 3

https://oversite.co
mailto:howdy@oversite.co

